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Abstrat

What does predit the evolution over time of subjetive well-being? We

orrelate the trends of subjetive well-being with the trends of soial apital

and/or GDP. We �nd that in the long and medium run soial apital largely

predits the trends of subjetive well-being. In the short-term this relation-

ship weakens. Indeed, in the short run, hanges in soial apital predit a

muh smaller portion of the hanges in subjetive well-being than over longer

periods. GDP follows a reverse path, thus on�rming the Easterlin paradox:

in the short run GDP is more positively orrelated to well-being than in the

medium-term, while in the long run this orrelation vanishes.
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1. Introdution

�Does eonomi growth improve the human lot?� And, beyond GDP, what

else ould we onsider to possibly improve people's well-being? We �nd that

soial apital is an exellent preditor of the trends of well-being in the long

and medium-term and muh less so in the short run. Moreover, onsistently

with Easterlin and Angelesu (2009) and Easterlin et al. (2010), we �nd that

GDP follows a reverse path ompared to soial apital: it orrelates very well

with SWB in the short-term, muh less so in the medium and not at all in

the long run.

Until reently, the belief prevailed that the trends of subjetive well-being

(SWB) were substantially �at. This belief was fed by the popularization of

the �Easterlin Paradox�. Easterlin (1974, 1995) doumented that the well-

being reported by individuals living in industrialized ountries had not shown

any signi�ant improvements in the last deades, despite a substantial in-

rease in the GDP.

Two explanations in this regard have obtained wide onsensus: the so-

alled �hedoni treadmill� and the �positional treadmill�. In partiular, eonomists

have explored the possibility that these treadmills regulate the dynamis of

inome aspirations, whih, in turn, may o�set the positive e�et of rising in-

ome (e.g. Stutzer (2004)). The basi idea is that SWB is negatively a�eted

by the level of one's inome aspirations. Aspirations may depend either on

the inome of one's own referene group or on one's own past inome. We
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refer to the �rst ase as the positional treadmill, following the well-rooted

tradition in eonomis and soiology that emphasizes the role of soial om-

parisons and soial status (e.g. Veblen (1899); Duesenberry (1949)). We

refer to the seond ase as the hedoni treadmill, following the insights of the

adaptation theory (see e.g. Frederik and Loewenstein (1999) and referenes

therein).

3

Adaptation theory assumes that hanges in living onditions (for exam-

ple, in eonomi onditions) have a transitory e�et on well-being. Neither

rising prosperity nor inreased adversity fully a�ets happiness. As time

goes by, people tend to revert to their baseline level of well-being. The same

mehanism applies to aggregates, suh as nations (Blanh�ower, 2008).

Soial omparison theory argues that what matters for an individual's

satisfation is his/her relative position regarding the seleted group of peo-

ple he/she respets and to whom he/she wants to resemble. These people

form what is alled a �referene group� (Layard et al., 2009; Di Tella et al.,

2007; Ferrer-i Carbonell, 2005; Diener et al., 1993). Therefore, the general

improvement in the absolute positions brought about by eonomi growth

results in no signi�ant inrease in average SWB, beause the relative gains

and losses ompensate eah other. A large number of miro-level studies pro-

3

Besides the role of inome aspirations, SWB data have been used to investigate the

in�ation-unemployment trade-o� (Di Tella et al., 2001, 2003), the role of politial insti-

tutions (Frey and Stutzer, 2000), the impat of environmental pollution (Welsh, 2006,

2007; Ferrer-i Carbonell and Gowdy, 2007), the osts of unemployment (Clark and Os-

wald, 1994), and of inequality (Alesina et al., 2004; Graham and Pettinato, 2002; Frey and

Stutzer, 2002a).
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vide evidene in support of both adaptation and soial omparison theories

(Clark et al., 2008).

All-in-all, the message onveyed by happiness studies - onsisting of a

substantial stability in the trends of SWB, explained by plausible theories

and supported by robust empirial evidene - has ontributed to inrease the

number of those who think that the use of GDP as an indiator of well-being

or progress is on the wane. A growing number of sholars feels that it is

time to dediate to �something else� - at least in part - some of the enormous

attention and poliy e�orts that ontemporary soieties pour into eonomi

growth. Several reasonable alternatives have been put forward to assume

the role of this �something else�: soial apital, soial tolerane, politial

freedom, religiosity, health (Inglehart, 2009; Stevenson and Wolfers, 2008;

Deaton, 2008). However, whether additional indiators should omplement

the use of GDP (this position, for example, was taken by the OECD and the

Sarkozy Commission

4

(Stiglitz et al., 2009)) or entirely replae it (see e.g.

Layard (2005)) remains a ontentious issue. Yet, this disagreement remains

on�ned within a growing onsensus that GDP ought to play a more limited

role than in the past.

This message onveyed by happiness eonomis has been reently hal-

lenged by two new developments. First, the growing availability of long time

series on SWB reveals that well-being varies somewhat substantially over

time (Stevenson and Wolfers, 2008; Inglehart, 2009). In partiular, SWB

seems to inrease in some ountries, while dereasing in others. For instane,

4

see for example http://www.stiglitz-sen-�toussi.fr/en/index.htm
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within developed ountries, it is noteworthy that SWB rose in many Western

European ountries, whereas it fell slightly in the United States.

Seondly, a ouple of in�uential papers by Stevenson and Wolfers (2008)

and Saks et al. (2010) laim that the Easterlin paradox does not hold, after

�nding the existene of a positive and signi�ant relationship between GDP

and SWB over time.

However, Easterlin and Angelesu (2009) and Easterlin et al. (2010) ques-

tion the robustness of these results arguing that they fail to distinguish be-

tween the long and the short run. Indeed, the time horizon is the essene of

the disagreement between Easterlin and ollaborators and Wolfers and ol-

leagues. Easterlin argues that the positive and signi�ant relation estimated

by Wolfers and his ollaborators is driven by the inlusion of ountries with

short time series in their sample. Easterlin et al. (2010) doument that GDP

matters for SWB in the short run, but that this orrelation vanishes in the

long-run. Di Tella et al. (2001) already identi�ed the tendeny for SWB and

GDP to vary together during periods of ontrations and expansions.

In a reent study, Clark (2011) (see also Clark and Georgellis (2010)) put

forward a third point further hallenging the traditional message onveyed by

happiness studies. Clark (2011) emphasizes that the potential alternatives

to GDP may su�er from the same adaptation and soial omparisons e�ets

that prevent eonomi growth from having a positive impat on well-being

in the long-term. His argument is the following. Sholars dediated muh

attention to the relationship between inome and well-being. We know that

adaptation and inome omparisons are present in this relationship. In om-

parison, very little e�orts were devoted to explore whether soial omparisons
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and adaptation are present in the relationship between SWB and the poten-

tial alternatives to GDP. Clark (2011) summarizes the small literature whih

has investigated this latter issue by onluding that there is some evidene of

soial omparisons and/or adaptation with respet to unemployment, mar-

riage, divore, widowhood, the birth of the �rst hild, layo�s, health, soial

apital and religion. In some ases, as for soial apital, his evidene seems

weak. Clark (2011) aution against diverting attention towards �something

else� beyond GDP before we make sure that this something else is not subjet

to the same shortomings and onludes that more researh is needed.

This observation has potentially depressive impliations with respet to

the prospets for the progress and welfare of human soieties. If it were

doumented that the alternatives to GDP are subjet to adaptation and

soial omparisons, this would lead to the onlusion that no improvement

in our living onditions ould permanently inrease our well-being, leaving us

with the meagre onsolation that neither ould any severe misfortune depress

us permanently. This stane ould lead to extremely negative onlusions

about the usefulness of poliy-making for well-being.

Summarizing, these hallenging views ast doubts on the traditional mes-

sage onveyed by happiness studies. Indeed, if i) trends in SWB show a

substantial variability aross ountries; ii) GDP turns out to be a good pre-

ditor of the latter and iii) the alternative measures to GDP are subjet to

adaptation and soial omparisons, then all this would suggest the need for

great aution in downsizing the role of GDP as an indiator of well-being

and progress.

The evidene presented in this paper supports instead the view that the
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message of happiness eonomis should not hange. The entrality of GDP

should be redued. Moreover, soial apital should assume a more prominent

role than its urrent one, at least in those soial hoies that relate to the long

and the medium run. Indeed, also soial apital, as well as eonomi growth,

an be the target for poliies aimed at preserving/fostering it (Helliwell, 2011;

Rogers et al., 2010; Bartolini, 2013).

The OECD (2001, p. 41) gives a de�nition of soial apital (SC), on-

sistent with that of Putnam (2000), as �networks together with shared norms,

values and understandings that failitate o-operation within or among groups�.

This de�nition refers to a very far-reahing onept. Indeed, in its statistial

embodiments, soial apital inludes measures that are quite dissimilar, rang-

ing from voter turnout, to trust in institutions, to the quantity and quality

of intimate relationships and soial bonds among individuals.

Reent studies doument that this latter omponent of soial apital - the

relational one, also labelled as �relational goods� (Gui and Sugden, 2005; Uh-

laner, 1989) � is well orrelated with SWB in miro data (see the pioneering

studies by Helliwell (2001, 2006) and Helliwell and Putnam (2004); see also

Bruni and Stana (2008), Behetti et al. (2008), Bartolini et al. (2011)).

Moreover, Behetti et al. (2009) provided a ausal analysis showing that

soial apital has a remarkable impat on SWB.

However, the existene of a ross-setional orrelation does not imply the

existene of a orrelation over time. After all the ontrast between ross-

setions and long-term time-series is the essene of the Easterlin paradox.

As orretly pointed out by Clark, this ontrast may be repliated by any

ross-setional orrelate of SWB beyond inome. The problem is that the
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relationship over time between SWB and its orrelates is still a largely un-

explored issue. In partiular, to the best of our knowledge, the tehniques

for the orrelation of time-series adopted by Stevenson, Easterlin and ollab-

orators have never been applied to any other orrelate of well-being exept

GDP. As far as soial apital is onerned, we try to �ll this gap.

We �nd that the assoiation between our proxies of soial apital and well-

being tends to set slowly and to be durable. Conversely, GDP is assoiated

with well-being over the business yle, but this orrelation tends to wane

over longer periods. This evidene is ompatible with both the notion that

inome is subjet to adaptation and soial omparisons and with the idea

that, vie-versa, soial apital is not subjet to the same fores. Obviously,

these results must be taken with aution beause of the possible existene of

spurious orrelations and/or endogeneity issues, a possibility that is impliit

in the bivariate or trivariate methodology employed.

The paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 presents our data while

setion 3 disusses the relevant methodologial aspets. Setion 4 presents

our �ndings and setion 5 onludes.

2. Data

The set of ountries inluded in our sample depends on the availability of

internationally omparable time series on soial apital variables, whih are

very sare. Our main soures of information are the integrated World Val-
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ues Survey - European Values Study (WVS/EVS)

5

and the European Soial

Survey

6

(ESS) data-bases. When analysing the relationship among the vari-

ations of SC, GDP and SWB in the long run, we use the WVS/EVS data-set.

For the medium and short run we adopt the ESS data-base.

2.1. World Values Survey and European Values Study

data

WVS/EVS data-base o�ers a large ompilation of surveys olleted in more

than 80 ountries representing more than 80% of the world's population.

This data-base provides information about eonomi, soial, ultural and

politial features, surveying national representative samples in eah wave.

In partiular this database provides information on �individual beliefs about

politis, the eonomy, religious, soial and ethial topis, personal �nanes,

familial and soial relationships, happiness and life satisfation�

7

. Data have

been olleted in six waves (1980 - 84; 1989 - 93; 1994 - 99; 1999 - 2004; 2005

- 2007 and 2008 - 2009) for a total of more than 400,000 observations overing

a period of about 30 years.

However, present study fouses on a smaller sample of 27 ountries for a

total of about 169000 observations. This restrition is imposed by the limited

5

The �ve waves WVS data-set together with detailed instrutions on how to inte-

grate it with EVS data-set is freely available on-line. For more details, please refer to:

http://www.wvsevsdb.om/wvs/WVSData.jsp. The last wave of the EVS is available on

the following web address: http://www.europeanvaluesstudy.eu/evs/data-and-downloads

6

http://www.europeansoialsurvey.org

7

Bruni and Stana (2008, p. 6)
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availability of long time series for our variables of interest. We onsider as

long-term a time horizon of at least 15 years.

Our sample is further restrited to ountries with at least 3 waves of

observations for both SWB and SC variables. The reason for this hoie is

to redue the risk that the trends of the relevant variables are a�eted by

wave-spei� biases due to shoks and/or measurement errors. This hoie

is a reasonable ompromise between using only two waves � whih would

maximize the above mentioned risk � and using four or more waves, whih

would exessively redue our sample size.

Furthermore, our sample does not inlude transition eonomies beause

in the �rst years of the transition to apitalism the eonomi, ultural and

institutional shok was so dramati that, arguably, deeply a�eted SWB far

beyond the evolution over time of SC or GDP. The inlusion of the waves ol-

leted lose to the beginning of the transition, whih are presumably strongly

in�uened by suh powerful onfounders, might result in misleading onlu-

sions. At the same time, if we were to exlude the observations that were

olleted lose to the institutional shok of 1989, no transition ountry would

satisfy our long time-span requirement. Therefore, the need to monitor the

relationship over time of our variables in relatively stable onditions imposed

the exlusion of transition eonomies from the long-term analysis.

Tables A.4 on page 40 and A.5 on page 41 in the Appendix summarize the

ross-ountry and waves availability of observations for the long run analysis

onsidering two proxies of SWB.

SWB in WVS/EVS is proxied by answers to two questions: the �rst one

onerns the overall feeling of happiness and the seond one onerns the
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respondent's satisfation with life. More spei�ally, the �rst proxy ranges

on a 1 to 4 sale and is based on answers to the question: �All onsidered you

would say that you are: 1. very happy; 2. pretty happy; 3. not too happy;

4. not at all happy?�. This variable has been reoded so that the ategory

�very happy� orresponds to the highest value in the sale and the ategory

�not at all happy� orresponds to the lowest one.

The seond proxy of SWB is the so-alled �life satisfation�. This variable

is observed through the question: �all things onsidered, how satis�ed are you

with your life as a whole these days?�. Possible answers range on a 1 to 10

sale in whih the lowest value orresponds to �dissatis�ed� and the highest

to �satis�ed�.

The two proxies of SWB are not always observed in the same wave. Thus,

our analyses are based on sub-sets of the data when eah of the two proxies

of SWB were observed jointly with the proxies of SC. Conversely, availability

of data about GDP do not raise any problem.

We proxy individual SC by observing the respondent's partiipation in

various kinds of groups and assoiations. During interviews, people are asked

whether they are members or not of a list of groups or assoiations. This list

is quite large and ontains partiipation in religious, ultural, sport, profes-

sional and many other kind of assoiations (for the omplete list of groups or

assoiations see the Appendix on page 64). We reated a dihotomi variable

taking values of 1 if the respondent delares to partiipate to at least one

group or assoiation, 0 otherwise.

Finally, we inlude data about GDP per apita (onstant 2000 US$) from
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the World Development Indiators (WDI).

8

Consistently with previous stud-

ies, we used the logarithm of GDP per apita to take into aount the non-

linear relationship between subjetive well-being and GDP (Easterlin et al.,

2010; Saks et al., 2010).

Desriptive data and missing values for eah variable are presented in

tab.B.10 and tab.B.11 on page 49 for happiness and life satisfation data,

respetively. The small number of missing data and the absene of spei�

patterns of missingness rule out the risk of biased estimates

9

2.2. European Soial Survey data

When omputing the short and the medium-term variations we resort to the

ESS. To shorten the time horizon of our analysis we ould in priniple split

our period of observation on the WVS/EVS into shorter sub-periods de�ned

by a ertain distane between the waves. However, in our WVS/EVS sam-

ple the distanes between two onseutive observations are highly irregular,

ranging from 1 to 14 years whih is de�nitely not a short nor a medium-

term. Table A.8 on pag.44 and tab.A.9 on pag.46 in the Appendix provide

an overview of the distanes among waves in all the onsidered ountries. As

a onsequene, in the WVS/EVS it is impossible to attribute the variations

8

World Development Indiators and Global Development Finane,

http://databank.worldbank.org/ddp/home.do?Step=12&id=4&CNO=2 We exluded

Northern Ireland from our sample beause the World Development Indiators provide no

data on GDP for this ountry.

9

Please refer to Appendix Appendix B on page 48 for a detailed desription of available

data.
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between ontiguous surveys to the long, medium or short run. To have data

that are measured at regular intervals is the key point to identify whih time

horizon is measured by suh intervals.

Therefore, when omputing the medium and short-term hanges we use

ESS data. Indeed, most of the time series in the ESS reah 6 years whih

is a reasonable medium-term. Moreover, it is possible to ompute short-

term hanges by splitting the 6 years period of observations into the shortest

possible sub-periods, de�ned by the interval between ontiguous waves. In

the ESS this interval is two years for almost all ountries. Therefore, we split

the available ESS time series into biannual intervals for eah ountry and we

ompute the variation from one wave to another for eah variable separately.

Biannual intervals are short enough to be onsidered as short-term.

The European Soial Survey was �rst run in 2002 and, sine then, it has

been onduted regularly every two years in 2004, 2006 and 2008. The ESS

is designed to observe the interation between institutions and people's atti-

tudes, beliefs and behaviours aross Europe. This feature makes ESS a useful

soure of data for present study sine it provides, among others, information

about SC and well-being on a relatively large sample of ountries surveyed

at regular intervals over time. However, given its European perspetive, it

provides information on a smaller number of ountries (about 30) than the

WVS/EVS.

Tables A.6 on page 42 and A.7 on page 43 in the Appendix summarize the

ross-ountry and wave availability of observations for shorter run analysis

and for the two available proxies of SWB respetively.

The atual sample size inludes 24 ountries for a total of about 153800
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observations. It is mainly onstituted by western European ountries, tran-

sition eonomies from Eastern Europe, Israel and Turkey. In this ase, we

inluded transition ountries in our ESS sample beause they started being

surveyed more than 10 years after the institutional shok. Arguably, suh a

period is long enough to make the impat of the ollapse of soialism on our

variables negligible. Finally, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Italy, Luxembourg and the

Russian federation have been exluded beause they have been observed only

in 2002 and 2004, a too short period to perform a medium-term analysis.

As for the WVS/EVS, also the ESS questionnaire inludes questions on

happiness and life satisfation. The wording of the life satisfation question

is idential to the one asked in the WVS/EVS. The only di�erene is that

the answers are on an eleven points sale instead of ten (0 means extremely

dissatis�ed and 10 means extremely satis�ed).

The wording of the happiness question is only slightly di�erent from the

WVS/EVS (�taking all things together, how happy would you say you are?�,

while the possible answers range from 0 (�extremely unhappy�) to 10 (�ex-

tremely happy�), instead of the four points Likert sale of the WVS/EVS.

No time series on membership in groups and assoiations are available

in the ESS. However, time series about another proxy of SC, namely trust

in others, are observed. More preisely, trust is proxied by answers to three

questions. Respondents have been asked to rate their pereptions about

whether most people an be trusted or not, whether other people try to take

advantage of them and whether they try to be helpful or rather looking for

themselves. Eah of these three questions ranges on a 0 to 10 sale, where

the lowest ategory orresponds to the worst judgement and the highest to
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the best one

10

Given the similarities among these three questions both in terms of word-

ing and in terms of substantive meaning, we run a fator analysis to hek

whether they ould be grouped to proxy one latent onept. We �rst per-

formed a fator analysis on the pooled sample (see tab.D.16) and subse-

quently we analyzed the sample wave by wave (see tab.D.17). In both ases

fator loadings suggest that the three variables are largely mirroring the same

fundamental onept that we label soial trust. Therefore, in our regressions

we use the soial trust index as obtained by means of fator analysis

11

.

Finally, we use the logarithmi form of the GDP per apita (onstant

2000 US$) from the World Development Indiators (WDI)

12

.

Table C.14 and tab.C.15 on page 50 report desriptive statistis and per-

entages of missing data for the onsidered variables. The perentages of

missing data are small enough to rule out the risk of biased estimates

13

.

10

Notie that the WVS/EVS provides long time series on a trust question. The respon-

dents are asked whether most people an be trusted or not with a wording very similar to

the ESS analogous question. However, di�erently from the ESS, the answer is dihotomi

in the WVS/EVS (yes/no). Arguably, the answer on an eleven points sale in the ESS

provides a better and more sensible saling for the answer than the binary one from the

WVS/EVS.

11

For more details please refer to the Appendix Appendix D on page 52

12

World Development Indiators and Global Development Finane,

http://databank.worldbank.org/ddp/home.do?Step=12&id=4&CNO=2

13

For more details please refer to the Appendix Appendix C on page 50
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3. Empirial strategy

Previous empirial works about the relationship between eonomi growth

and SWB over time are based on bivariate regressions of aggregate measures

of SWB and per apita inome (Stevenson and Wolfers, 2008; Saks et al.,

2010; Easterlin and Angelesu, 2009; Easterlin et al., 2010). Sine our pri-

mary sope is to investigate the relationship between SC and SWB over time,

a natural strategy is to adopt the same bivariate approah, where of ourse

we substitute for GDP with SC in our baseline regression model (see eq. 3

and eq. 4). Moreover, we also aim at omparing the potential of the time

series of soial apital and GDP to predit the variation over time of SWB.

To these aims, we develop our empirial strategy in three steps: i) we

ompute the trends of the proxies of SC, GDP and SWB; ii) we run bivariate

regressions of the trends of SWB on the trends of SC and log of GDP per-

apita, separately. The seond spei�ation is basially meant to repliate on

our samples what has been done by previous studies on the relationship be-

tween SWB and GDP over time; iii) we provide trivariate regressions of SWB

on both trends of log GDP and SC to aount for eventual spurious orrela-

tions. However, results from bivariate analysis turn out to be substantially

on�rmed.

The risk of spurious orrelations should not be underestimated. Indeed,

the literature on eonomi growth and SC pointed out that these two vari-

ables may be related to eah other in many ways (Knak and Keefer, 1997;

Roth, 2009; Zak and Knak, 2001). For instane, Putnam et al. (1993) showed

that there are paths through whih SC fosters eonomi growth. Conversely,

there is also a long standing tradition emphasizing that eonomi growth
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an erode the stok of SC over time (Polanyi, 1968; Hirsh, 1976) (see also

Bartolini and Bonatti (2008)). An impliation of these possible relationships

between GDP and SC is that to fous exlusively on bivariate orrelations

with SWB might lead to spurious orrelations. However, our �ndings from

trivariate analysis seem to rule out this possibility.

3.1. Estimating trends

We ompute the long and the medium-term trends for the various proxies of

SC and SWB by regressing them on a time variable ontaining all the years

when the dependent variable was observed (Easterlin and Angelesu, 2009;

Easterlin et al., 2010). Trends are omputed for eah ountry separately.

The oe�ient of the time variable represents the estimated average yearly

variation for the spei� dependent variable.

Sine we have various indiators of SC and SWB, our regression method-

ology hanges depending on the nature of the dependent variable: in ase

of a dihotomous variable (i.e. membership in groups or organizations), we

adopted a probit model with robust standard errors reporting marginal ef-

fets. The resulting equation is:

Pr(Proxy
j
i = 1|Y EAR

j
i ) = φ(βj · Y EAR

j
i + µ

j
i ) (1)

where φ is a normal umulative distribution funtion. Index j stands for

the various proxies of SC and SWB, while index i stands for individuals.

Marginal e�ets of oe�ients are subsequently omputed.

In ase of an ordered dependent variable taking disrete values (i.e. feeling

of happiness or satisfation with life) ordered probit or logit models should
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be applied (Ferrer-i Carbonell, 2005). However, there is a robust evidene

that in suh ases the use of an OLS model is equivalent to these alternative

tehniques in terms of the sign and of the signi�ane of the oe�ients

(Ferrer-i Carbonell and Frijters, 2004; Blanh�ower, 2008). Moreover, OLS

models have a strong advantage: they allow a diret omparison between

regressors from various regressions. Therefore, we adopt the following OLS

model:

Proxy
j
i = α + βj · Y EAR

j
i + µ

j
i (2)

The same equation is also adopted to ompute the trend of the index of

soial trust (in the ESS) and of the logarithm of GDP per apita.

Previous works use di�erent methods to ompute eonomi growth. East-

erlin and Angelesu (2009) and Easterlin et al. (2010) used the growth rate of

the logarithm of GDP, while Stevenson and Wolfers (2008) and Saks et al.

(2010) adopted the di�erene between the logarithm of GDP at the beginning

and at the end of the period. Both spei�ations overlook what happened

to GDP between the initial and the �nal year of the time series. The prob-

lem with this hoie is that it ignores the intermediate information, thereby

inreasing the risk that the variation of GDP is a�eted by wave-spei� bi-

ases due to shoks and/or measurement errors. Our estimation of the yearly

variation of the logarithm of GDP redues this risk beause it uses also the

intermediate information.

To ompute the short-term variations we split our period of observation

into the shortest possible sub-periods, de�ned by the interval between on-

tiguous waves (see setion 2). This exerise is possible only with ESS data

18



where suh intervals are regular. In this ase we simply alulate the vari-

ation of the variable of interest in the interval de�ned by two onseutive

waves.

Long, medium and short run hanges in our variables, have been om-

puted applying the original weights provided in WVS/EVS or ESS.

3.2. Bivariate and trivariate analysis

To hek the orrelation among respetively long, medium and short run

hanges of SWB and SC or GDP we run bivariate linear regressions with

robust standard errors. Formally, we estimate the two following models:

SWBtrend
j = αj + βj · SC

trend
j + µj (3)

SWBtrend
j = αj + βj · lnGDP trend

j + µj (4)

where SWBtrend
, SCtrend

and lnGDP trend
represent the standardized esti-

mated variations of SWB, SC and GDP as previously omputed; µ is the

error term and the index j refers to ountries.

Notie that our method is di�erent from the one applied by Easterlin

and olleagues. They measure short time variations of SWB and the loga-

rithm of GDP as the �deviation at eah date of the atual value from the

trend value�

14

, thus de�ning the short term as a departure from the long

term trend. Di�erently from Easterlin and olleagues, our method allows to

14

Easterlin et al. (2010, p. 22465)
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diretly ompare short-term oe�ients with longer term ones from eq. 3, 4

and 5.

To hek the possibility that our bivariate regressions are the outome of

spurious orrelations we also run a set of trivariate regressions in whih we

orrelate the variations of SWB with the variations of both SC and GDP.

Hene, we test a linear model with robust standard errors resulting in the

following trivariate equation:

SWBtrend
j = αj + β1,j · SC

trend
j + β2,j · lnGDP trend

j + µj (5)

where the only di�erene with eq. 3 is that a third term inluding the hange

of the logarithm of GDP has been added.

4. Results

4.1. The long-term (15 years)

In the long run hanges in both life satisfation or happiness are strongly

and positively orrelated to the trends of SC. Figures 1a and 1b graphially

summarize this result. An inrease by one standard deviation in the trend

of group membership is assoiated with a 0.62 point inrease in the trend of

happiness and 0.30 point inrease in the trend of life satisfation.

Fig. 2a and 2b inform that when we substitute for soial apital with

GDP, its long run trends are unrelated to the trends of life satisfation and

negatively and signi�antly orrelated with the trends of happiness.

Results from trivariate analysis substantially on�rm the evidene from

bivariate analysis (see tab. 1). The dimension and the signi�ane of the
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Figure 1: Correlations among long-term trends of proxies of subjetive well-

being and of soial apital. Eah dot on the satterplot assoiates the long-

term trend of SWB - on the y axis - with the long-term trend of group mem-

bership for eah ountry. The regression line simply depits the orrelation

between the two variables.
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Figure 2: Correlations among long-term trends of proxies of subjetive well-

being and of the logarithm of GDP. Eah dot on the satterplot assoiates the

long-term trend of SWB - on the y axis - with the long-term trend of GDP.

The regression line simply depits the orrelation between the two variables.
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oe�ients of SC remains very similar to the ones resulting from bivariate

analysis. The only exeption onerns the long run orrelation between hap-

piness and GDP, whih turns out to be non-signi�ant.

Table 1: Trivariate regressions of long-term trends of proxies of subjetive

well-being over trends of SC and GDP (standardized variables).

(1) (2)

happiness life satisfation

membership in group or assoiation 0.608∗∗ 0.330∗∗

(2.19) (3.58)

log GDP −0.0100 0.0447

(−0.07) (0.35)

Constant −0.690∗∗∗ −0.634∗∗∗

(−3.88) (−6.87)

Observations 27 27

Adjusted R2 0.302 0.087

t statistis in parentheses

∗
p < 0.10,

∗∗
p < 0.05,

∗∗∗
p < 0.001

Stevenson and Wolfers (2008) laim that in some waves of the WVS/EVS

the samples of some ountries are not representative of the overall popula-

tion

15

. However, as reported in Appendix Appendix I on page 60 our results

15

The list inludes the �rst three waves of Argentina, Chile, China and India and the

�rst wave of South Afria. After exluding the �rst three waves, the �rst four ountries

23



are robust to the exlusion of those ountries.

The message of our long-term analysis is that SC matters a lot in predit-

ing the trends of SWB. As far as GDP is onerned, our results are onsistent

with the Easterlin paradox.

do not satisfy the requirement of 15 years length of time series. Hene, they are exluded

from the sample in our robustness hek. Please, refer to Appendix Appendix I on page

60.
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4.2. The medium-term (6 years)

Easterlin and Angelesu (2009) and Easterlin et al. (2010) argue that the

relationship between SWB and GDP hanges if we shift the fous from the

long run to shorter periods. Reent works provided onvining evidene that

SWB is sensitive to the business yle (Saks et al., 2010; Easterlin et al.,

2010; Di Tella and MaCulloh, 2008).

Do the results on the relationship between SWB and SC also vary when

we onsider a shorter time horizon? We try to answer this question by shifting

our analysis from the long to the medium and short run. For the reasons

exposed in setion 2, we perform this kind of analysis adopting ESS data.

For our medium-term estimates, we onsider ountries with at least 6

years of distane between the �rst and the last wave. Austria, Estonia,

Slovakia and Ukraine have been surveyed in three out of four waves. In these

ases the maximum available time-span is 4 years. Those ountries have not

been dropped to keep our sample of a reasonable size to run eonometri

analysis.

In the medium-term we �nd a positive bivariate orrelation between the

hanges in SWB and in the index of soial trust. Figures 3a and 3b graphi-

ally summarize this result

16

.

Coe�ients are large in both happiness and life satisfation regressions

(see tab. F.20 on page 56 in the Appendix). One more standard deviation in

the hange of the index of soial trust orrelates with a 0.81 point inrease in

16

The list of ountry aronyms in the ESS data-base is available on page 66 in the

Appendix.
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Figure 3: Correlations among medium-term trends of subjetive well-being

and the hanges in the index of soial apital. Eah dot on the satterplots

assoiates the medium-term trend of SWB - on the y axis - with the medium-

term trend of the index of soial trust. The regression line simply depits

the orrelation between the two variables.
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Figure 4: Correlations among medium-term trends of subjetive well-being

and of the logarithm of GDP. Eah dot on the satterplots assoiates the

medium-term trend of SWB - on the y axis - with the medium-term trend

of the logarithm of GDP. The regression line simply depits the orrelation

between the two variables.
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the variation of happiness and 0.75 point inrease for life satisfation. The

position of Turkey in the satterplot - looking like an outlier - an ast the

doubt that our result is driven by the inlusion of this ountry. However,

this is not the ase. Even if we delete this ountry, the oe�ients are still

large and signi�ant

17

.

As for GDP �gures 4a and 4b inform that the oe�ient of GDP turns

positive and weakly signi�ant for happiness, while it remains non-signi�ant

for life satisfation (see also tab. F.20 on page 56 in the Appendix).

This latter oe�ient turns out to be signi�ant (at 10%) in trivariate re-

gressions while the oe�ient for happiness inreases its signi�ane (at 5%).

Both oe�ients maintain a similar magnitude ompared to the bivariate

analysis (see tab. 2).

When onsidering the variations of SC, trivariate analysis on�rms the

results of bivariate regressions, both in terms of the large magnitude of the

oe�ients (0.79 for happiness and 0.73 for life satisfation) and in terms of

their high signi�ane.

The oe�ients of SC turn to be more than 2 times bigger than the ones

of GDP and more statistially signi�ant. Interestingly, both the magnitude

and the signi�ane of the oe�ients of SC and of the logarithm of GDP

are similar in both happiness and life satisfation regressions.

In onlusion, our results on the long and the medium-term are not dif-

ferent for SC, whih is a very good preditor of SWB in both ases. Our

�ndings di�er for GDP, whose preditive apaity gives some signals of life

17

See tab.G.21 and G.22 on page 57 in the Appendix for a hek exluding Turkey from

the sample.
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Table 2: Trivariate regressions of trends of subjetive well-being over hanges

of the index of soial trust and trends of GDP (standardized variables).

happiness life satisfation

index of soial trust 0.797∗∗∗ 0.731∗∗∗

(4.03) (8.06)

trend of log GDP 0.268∗∗ 0.323∗

(2.41) (2.02)

Constant −7.96e− 10 5.56e− 10

(−0.00) (0.00)

Observations 24 24

Adjusted R2 0.702 0.630

t statistis in parentheses

∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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only in the medium-term.
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4.3. The short-term (2 years)

The piture depited so far by the long and medium-term analysis - made of

null or weak orrelations between the hanges in SWB and GDP and robust

orrelations with the hanges of SC - is remarkably altered by the short-term

analysis.

Data from the ESS allow to further redue the length of our trends turning

our attention to the relationship among biannual variations in our variables

of interest

18

.

Figure 5a and 5b show that in the short run both happiness and life

satisfation are positively and signi�antly orrelated with the index of soial

trust. We emphasize that both the signi�ane and the magnitude of the

oe�ients of soial trust are muh smaller and less signi�ant than in the

medium-term, in both happiness and life satisfation regressions.

Figures 6a and 6b provide a on�rmation of previous �ndings in the lit-

erature. In the short run, the variations of SWB, both for happiness and

life satisfation, are largely and signi�antly orrelated with the short-term

hanges of GDP. Coe�ients are very large and signi�ant at 1% level: an

inrease by one standard deviation in the variation of the logarithm of GDP

18

The number of available observations is 58 short-term oe�ients and not 72 as ex-

peted given the number of observations in the medium-term. Indeed, the short-term

oe�ients less than triple the medium-term ones beause not all the ountries have been

surveyed in all waves. When one or more waves are missing for a given ountry, the num-

ber of short-term oe�ients is aordingly lower. The ountries for whih at least one

wave is missing are: Austria, Czeh Republi, Estonia, Greee, Israel, Slovakia, Turkey

and Ukraine.
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(b) Life satisfation and the index of soial trust.

Figure 5: Correlations among short-term trends of subjetive well-being and

the hanges in the index of soial apital. Eah dot on the satterplots

assoiates the short-term trend of SWB - on the y axis - with the short-term

trend of the index of soial trust for eah ountry. The regression line simply

depits the orrelation between the two variables.
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is assoiated with more than 0.59 point inrease for happiness and 0.54 point

for life satisfation (see also the seond line of table H.23 on page 59 in the

Appendix).

Summarizing, the bivariate analysis suggests that when onsidering a

shorter time span, the orrelation between SWB and SC remarkably weakens.

Instead, the orrelation between SWB and GDP sharply strengthens.

These results are on�rmed in the trivariate regressions. The �rst olumn

of tab. 3 shows that both SC and GDP have positive and signi�ant oe�-

ients. Contrary to what happens when we onsider longer time spans, the

oe�ient of the logarithm of GDP is almost 2 times larger than the SC one.

An inrease by one standard deviation in the logarithm of GDP goes with a

0.57 point inrease in happiness, while the variation of soial trust goes with

only 0.25 point inrease. This result gets even more striking when onsid-

ering the seond olumn of tab.3. Indeed, when regressing the variations of

life satisfation over the variations of SC and GDP the oe�ient of soial

trust turns not signi�ant - though positive - while the oe�ient of GDP is

on�rmed as being very large (0.52) and signi�ant at 1%.

Summarizing, we �nd evidene that the hanges over time of SC, as prox-

ied by group membership and soial trust, are a strong orrelate of the trends

of SWB. However, the strength of this relationship weakens when moving

from the long and medium to the short run. When onsidering trends of

more than 15 years, the variations of SC are the only signi�ant orrelate of

SWB, while - as pointed out by Easterlin and olleagues - eonomi growth

does not play any signi�ant preditive role.

The size of the oe�ients and their signi�ane levels are extremely sta-
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Figure 6: Correlations among short-term trends of subjetive well-being and

of the logarithm of GDP. Eah dot on the satterplots assoiates the short-

term trend of SWB - on the y axis - with the variation of the logarithm of

GDP for eah ountry. The regression line simply depits the orrelation

between the two variables.
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Table 3: Trivariate regressions of trends of subjetive well-being over hanges

of the index of soial trust and trends of GDP (standardized variables).

(1) (2)

happiness life satisfation

index of soial trust 0.255∗∗ 0.214

(2.18) (1.58)

hanges in log GDP (2yrs) 0.568∗∗∗ 0.525∗∗∗

(4.69) (4.73)

Constant −3.27e− 09 1.76e− 09

(−0.00) (0.00)

Observations 58 58

Adjusted R2 0.393 0.318

t statistis in parentheses

∗
p < 0.10,

∗∗
p < 0.05,

∗∗∗
p < 0.001
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ble aross models and show a remarkable pattern: moving from the medium

to the short-term relationships, the oe�ients of the hanges of SC beome

about 3 times smaller. By the same token, oe�ients of GDP inrease by

more than 2 times. In other words, our results suggest that in the short

run GDP �utuations are losely orrelated with the variation of well-being.

However, this orrelation is attenuated in the medium-term and wipes out

in the long run.

5. Conlusions

Available evidene douments that soial apital is well orrelated to sub-

jetive well-being in miro data. However, the existene of a ross-setional

orrelation does not imply also the existene of a orrelation between trends.

Does soial apital predit well-being over time as well? The literature ex-

lusively foused on the inter-temporal relationship between GDP and well-

being, overlooking this issue. The aim of our researh is to ompare the

trends of GDP and of soial apital as preditors of the trends of subjetive

well-being. In partiular, we run bivariate and trivariate regressions of trends

of subjetive well-being on trends of soial apital and/or of GDP using a

methodology for the orrelation of time-series similar to the one applied by

Stevenson and Wolfers (2008); Saks et al. (2010); Easterlin and Angelesu

(2009); Easterlin et al. (2010). We analyze three di�erent time horizons:

long, medium and short run.

Our data soures are the World Values Survey - European Soial Survey

(WVS/EVS) for the long run and the European Soial Survey (ESS) for
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the medium and the short-term. These data-bases provide internationally

omparable time-series on soial apital and subjetive well-being for many

world ountries (WVS/EVS) and for Europe (ESS). A major limitation of

this study lies in the sarity of time-series of soial apital. The data-bases at

hand allow to work only on two proxies � although very relevant � of soial

apital: assoiational ativity and trust. In partiular, in the WVS/EVS

we have to rely on the average assoiational ativity as a proxy of soial

apital, while in the ESS we have to adopt an index of soial trust based on

the answers to three questions about people's trustworthiness, honesty and

helpfulness. In other words, the limits of the time-series on soial apital

do not allow us to adopt the same proxies in the long run on one side and

in the medium and short run on the other. This suggests to be prudent

in interpreting our results as referred to soial apital in general. Finally,

in both data-bases , subjetive well-being is proxied by happiness and life

satisfation.

Our results suggest that the length of the time horizon of the analysis

greatly matters. We �nd that the trends of subjetive well-being over the

long (15 years) and the medium-term (6 years) are largely predited by the

trends of our proxies of soial apital. However, in the short-term (2 years)

soial apital seems to matter less. Indeed, the short run hange in soial

trust predits a muh smaller portion of the variation of subjetive well-

being, ompared to the medium-term. Coe�ients turn out to be about 3

times smaller than in the medium run and less signi�ant. GDP follows a

reverse path ompared to our proxies of soial apital: its weak medium-term

orrelation with subjetive well-being turns into a strong one in the short run.
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Indeed, the oe�ients from the short run regressions are almost two times

larger than the ones from the medium run and more signi�ant. Moreover,

GDP is also two times more strongly orrelated with SWB than soial trust,

while in the medium-term the orrelation is more than two times weaker. As

far as the long run is onerned, our �ndings on�rm the Easterlin paradox:

eonomi growth is unrelated to inreasing well-being.

Summarizing, the relationship between SWB and GDP tends to van-

ish as time goes by. Conversely, the assoiation between soial apital and

well-being seems to establish slowly and to be durable. This evidene is om-

patible with both the notion that inome is subjet to adaptation and soial

omparisons and with the idea that, onversely, soial apital is not subjet

to the same fores.
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Appendix A. Desriptive tables
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Table A.4: Availability aross waves of joint observations of soial apital

and happiness in the WVS/EVS.

1981-1984 1989-1993 1994-1999 1999-2004 2005-2007 2008-2009 Total

Argentina 1005 1002 1079 1280 1002 0 5368

Australia 1228 0 2048 0 1421 0 4697

Austria 0 1460 0 1522 0 1510 4492

Belgium 1145 2792 0 1912 0 1509 7358

Brazil 0 1782 1149 0 1500 0 4431

Canada 1254 1730 0 1931 2164 0 7079

Chile 0 1500 1000 1200 1000 0 4700

China 0 1000 1500 1000 2015 0 5515

Denmark 1182 1030 0 1023 0 1507 4742

Finland 1003 588 987 1038 1014 1134 5764

Frane 1200 1002 0 1615 1001 1501 6319

Germany 0 3437 2026 2036 2064 2075 11638

Ieland 927 702 0 968 0 808 3405

Ireland 1217 1000 0 1012 0 1013 4242

Italy 1348 2018 0 2000 1012 1519 7897

Japan 1204 1011 1054 1362 1096 0 5727

South Korea 0 1251 1249 1200 1200 0 4900

Malta 467 393 0 1002 0 1500 3362

Mexio 1837 1531 2364 1535 1560 0 8827

Netherlands 1221 1017 0 1003 1050 1554 5845

Norway 1051 1239 1127 0 2115 0 5532

Portugal 0 1185 0 1000 0 1553 3738

South Afria 1596 0 2935 3000 2988 0 10519

Spain" 2303 4147 1211 2409 1200 1500 12770

Sweden 954 1047 1009 1015 1003 1187 6215

Great Britain 1167 1484 0 0 1041 1561 5253

United States 2325 1839 1542 1200 1249 0 8155

Total 25634 37187 22280 33263 28695 21431 168490

Observations 168490
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Table A.5: Availability aross waves of joint observations of soial apital

and life satisfation in the WVS/EVS.

1981-1984 1989-1993 1994-1999 1999-2004 2005-2007 2008-2009 Total

Argentina 1005 1002 1079 1280 1002 0 5368

Australia 1228 0 2048 0 1421 0 4697

Austria 0 1460 0 1522 0 1510 4492

Belgium 1145 2792 0 1912 0 1509 7358

Brazil 0 1782 1149 0 1500 0 4431

Canada 1254 1730 0 1931 2164 0 7079

Chile 0 1500 1000 1200 1000 0 4700

China 0 1000 1500 1000 2015 0 5515

Denmark 1182 1030 0 1023 0 1507 4742

Finland 1003 588 987 1038 1014 1134 5764

Frane 1200 1002 0 1615 1001 1501 6319

Germany 0 3437 2026 2036 2064 2075 11638

Ieland 927 702 0 968 0 808 3405

Ireland 1217 1000 0 1012 0 1013 4242

Italy 1348 2018 0 2000 1012 1519 7897

Japan 1204 1011 1054 1362 1096 0 5727

South Korea 970 1251 0 1200 1200 0 4621

Malta 467 393 0 1002 0 1500 3362

Mexio 1837 1531 2364 1535 1560 0 8827

Netherlands 1221 1017 0 1003 1050 1554 5845

Norway 1051 1239 1127 0 2115 0 5532

Portugal 0 1185 0 1000 0 1553 3738

South Afria 1596 0 2935 3000 2988 0 10519

Spain 2303 4147 1211 2409 1200 1500 12770

Sweden 954 1047 1009 1015 1003 1187 6215

Great Britain 1167 1484 0 1000 1041 1561 6253

United States 2325 1839 1542 1200 1249 0 8155

Total 26604 37187 21031 34263 28695 21431 169211

Observations 169211
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Table A.6: Availability of happiness and soial apital variables aross oun-

tries and waves in the ESS.

Countries Years Total

2002 2004 2006 2008

Austria 2115 2101 2227 0 6443

Belgium 1839 1758 1789 1748 7134

Switzerland 2013 2115 1783 1795 7706

Czeh Republi 1249 2759 0 1927 5935

Germany 2885 2819 2878 2718 11300

Denmark 1471 1447 1468 1589 5975

Estonia 0 1894 1370 1574 4838

Spain 1618 1622 1833 2487 7560

Finland 1984 2003 1883 2182 8052

Frane 1485 1792 1973 2057 7307

Great Britain 2028 1863 2364 2331 8586

Greee 2511 2363 0 2034 6908

Hungary 1628 1456 1460 1497 6041

Ireland 1945 2216 1717 1756 7634

Israel 2352 0 0 2302 4654

Netherlands 2336 1868 1870 1760 7834

Norway 2032 1748 1741 1540 7061

Poland 1991 1626 1631 1520 6768

Portugal 1452 1973 2083 2277 7785

Sweden 1958 1913 1901 1815 7587

Slovenia 1453 1390 1419 1241 5503

Slovakia 0 1409 1655 1712 4776

Turkey 0 1759 0 2115 3874

Ukraina 0 1788 1755 1558 5101

Total 38345 43682 36800 43535 162362

Observations 162362
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Table A.7: Availability of life satisfation and soial apital variables aross

ountries and waves in the ESS.

Countries Years Total

2002 2004 2006 2008

Austria 2115 2101 2227 0 6443

Belgium 1839 1758 1789 1748 7134

Switzerland 2013 2115 1783 1795 7706

Czeh Republi 1249 2759 0 1927 5935

Germany 2885 2819 2878 2718 11300

Denmark 1471 1447 1468 1589 5975

Estonia 0 1894 1370 1574 4838

Spain 1618 1622 1833 2487 7560

Finland 1984 2003 1883 2182 8052

Frane 1485 1792 1973 2057 7307

Great Britain 2028 1863 2364 2331 8586

Greee 2511 2363 0 2034 6908

Hungary 1628 1456 1460 1497 6041

Ireland 1945 2216 1717 1756 7634

Israel 2352 0 0 2302 4654

Netherlands 2336 1868 1870 1760 7834

Norway 2032 1748 1741 1540 7061

Poland 1991 1626 1631 1520 6768

Portugal 1452 1973 2083 2277 7785

Sweden 1958 1913 1901 1815 7587

Slovenia 1453 1390 1419 1241 5503

Slovakia 0 1409 1655 1712 4776

Turkey 0 1759 0 2115 3874

Ukraina 0 1788 1755 1558 5101

Total 38345 43682 36800 43535 162362

Observations 162362
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Table A.8: Number of years between two onseutive waves of the WVS/EVS

data-set when the happiness variable is available. Eah olumns reports the

distane in years from the previous wave for eah ountry. Figures show

that the intervals vary onsiderably from wave to wave and from ountry

to ountry. In some ases the distanes are short enough to allow a short-

term trend analysis, while in most ases only longer-term analysis would be

possible.

ountry wave 1 wave 2 wave 3 wave 4 wave 5 wave 6

Argentina . 7 4 4 7 .

Australia . . 14 . 10 .

Austria . . . 9 . 9

Belgium . 9 . 9 . 10

Brazil . . 6 . 9 .

Bulgaria . . 7 2 7 2

Canada . 8 . 10 6 .

Chile . . 6 4 5 .

China . . 5 6 6 .

Czeh Republi . . 8 1 . 9

Denmark . 9 . 9 . 9

Estonia . . 6 3 . 9

Finland . 9 6 4 5 4

Frane . 9 . 9 7 2

Germany . . 7 2 7 2

Great Britain . 9 . . 16 3

ontinued on next page
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Table A.8 � ontinued from previous page

ountry wave 1 wave 2 wave 3 wave 4 wave 5 wave 6

Hungary . . 7 1 . 9

Ieland . 6 . 9 . 10

Ireland . 9 . 9 . 9

Italy . 9 . 9 6 4

Japan . 9 5 5 5 .

Latvia . . 6 3 . 9

Lithuania . . 7 2 . 9

Malta . 8 . 8 . 9

Mexio . 9 6 4 5 .

Netherlands . 9 . 9 7 2

Norway . 8 6 . 12 .

Poland . . 8 2 6 3

Portugal . . . 9 . 9

Romania . . 5 1 6 3

Russian Federation . . 5 4 7 2

Slovakia . . 8 1 . 9

Slovenia . . 3 4 6 3

South Afria . . 14 5 6 .

South Korea . . 6 5 4 .

Spain . 9 5 4 8 1

Sweden . 8 6 3 7 3

United States . 8 5 4 7 .
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Table A.9: Number of years between two onseutive waves of the WVS/EVS

data-set when the life satisfation variable is available. Eah olumns reports

the distane in years from the previous wave for eah ountry. Figures show

that the intervals vary onsiderably from wave to wave and from ountry

to ountry. In some ases the distanes are short enough to allow a short-

term trend analysis, while in most ases only longer-term analysis would be

possible.

ountry wave 1 wave 2 wave 3 wave 4 wave 5 wave 6

Argentina . 7 4 4 7 .

Australia . . 14 . 10 .

Austria . . . 9 . 9

Belgium . 9 . 9 . 10

Brazil . . 6 . 9 .

Bulgaria . . 7 2 7 2

Canada . 8 . 10 6 .

Chile . . 6 4 5 .

China . . 5 6 6 .

Czeh Republi . . 8 1 . 9

Denmark . 9 . 9 . 9

Estonia . . 6 3 . 9

Finland . 9 6 4 5 4

Frane . 9 . 9 7 2

Germany . . 7 2 7 2

Great Britain . 9 . 9 7 3

ontinued on next page
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Table A.9 � ontinued from previous page

ountry wave 1 wave 2 wave 3 wave 4 wave 5 wave 6

Hungary . . 7 1 . 9

Ieland . 6 . 9 . 10

Ireland . 9 . 9 . 9

Italy . 9 . 9 6 4

Japan . 9 5 5 5 .

Latvia . . 6 3 . 9

Lithuania . . 7 2 . 9

Malta . 8 . 8 . 9

Mexio . 9 6 4 5 .

Netherlands . 9 . 9 7 2

Norway . 8 6 . 12 .

Poland . . 8 2 6 3

Portugal . . . 9 . 9

Romania . . 5 1 6 3

Russian Federation . . 5 4 7 2

Slovakia . . 8 1 . 9

Slovenia . . 3 4 6 3

South Afria . . 14 5 6 .

South Korea . 8 . 11 4 .

Spain . 9 5 4 8 1

Sweden . 8 6 3 7 3

United States . 8 5 4 7 .
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Appendix B. Data missingness in the WVS/EVS

data-set

Desriptive data and missing values for eah variable are presented in tab.B.10

and tab.B.11 for happiness and life satisfation data, respetively.

The numerosity of the overall sample in the two ases is substantially

similar with a di�erene of about 1600 more observations for satisfation with

life data. Figures from the sixth olumn of tab.B.10 and tab.B.11 inform that

less than 1% of the data are missing. The only exeption is represented by

data about feeling of happiness. In this ase the perentage of missingness is

1.3%. Data missingness is further explored in tab.B.12 and tab.B.13 where

�gures are ontrasted over waves. In all the onsidered ases, perentages

of missingness are of negligible size and, as suh, they are not likely to bias

estimates

19

.

Table B.10: Desriptive statistis for variables jointly observed with feeling

of happiness in the WVS/EVS dataset.

variable mean sd min max obs missing

feeling of happiness 3.170 0.674 1 4 166261 0.0132

membership in at least 1 group 0.603 0.489 0 1 167983 0.00301

log GDP per apita 9.503 0.862 5.970 10.65 168490 0

19

For a more detailed disussion on data missingness and its impliations for eonometri

analysis, please refer to Shafer (1997, 1999); Allison (2001)
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Table B.11: Desriptive statistis for variables jointly observed with life sat-

isfation in the WVS/EVS dataset.

variable mean sd min max obs missing

satisfation with life 7.355 2.068 1 10 167906 0.00771

membership in at least 1 group 0.598 0.490 0 1 168704 0.00300

log GDP per apita 9.501 0.867 5.970 10.65 169211 0

Table B.12: Perentage of data missingness aross waves for variables jointly

observed with feeling of happiness in the WVS/EVS dataset.

variable wave 1 wave 2 wave 3 wave 4 wave 5 wave 6 total

feeling of happiness 0.0209 0.0256 0.00678 0.00776 0.00634 0.00705 166261

membership in at least 1 group 0 0 0.00148 0 0.00227 0.0191 167983

log GDP per apita 0 0 0 0 0 0 168490

Table B.13: Perentage of data missingness aross waves for variables jointly

observed with life satisfation in the WVS/EVS dataset.

variable wave 1 wave 2 wave 3 wave 4 wave 5 wave 6 total

satisfation with life 0.0122 0.00764 0.00571 0.00785 0.00746 0.00434 167906

membership in at least 1 group 0 0 0.00157 0 0.00227 0.0191 168704

log GDP per apita 0 0 0 0 0 0 169211
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Appendix C. Data missingness in the ESS data-

set

The sixth olumn of tab.C.14 informs that the perentage of missing data is

on average less than 1%. Only in the ase of the index of soial trust the

perentage of missingness raises to 1.4%. However, suh a small perentage

does not raise any partiular worry for the reliability of our estimates (Allison,

2001). Data missingness is further analysed aross waves in tab.C.15. Figures

inform that also in this ase perentages of missingness are negligible and,

aording to the literature on data missingness, they are not likely to a�et

estimates (Shafer, 1997, 1999; Allison, 2001).

Table C.14: Desriptive statistis for variables in the ESS data-set

variable mean sd min max obs missing

How happy are you 7.231 2.007 0 10 167190 0.00663

How satis�ed with life as a whole 6.875 2.319 0 10 167209 0.00652

Most people try to take advantage of you, or try t 5.567 2.378 0 10 166676 0.00968

Most people an be trusted or you an't be too ar 4.982 2.493 0 10 167571 0.00437

Most of the time people helpful or mostly looking 4.801 2.385 0 10 167283 0.00608

index of soial trust -4.38e-10 1 -2.553 2.424 165760 0.0151

log GDP per apita 9.673 0.819 6.613 10.93 168306 0
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Table C.15: Perentage of data missingness aross waves in the ESS data-set.

variable wave 1 wave 2 wave 3 wave 4 total

How happy are you 0.00515 0.00600 0.00752 0.00781 167190

How satis�ed with life as a whole 0.00626 0.00490 0.00608 0.00874 167209

Most people try to take advantage of you, or try t 0.00959 0.0101 0.0108 0.00839 166676

Most people an be trusted or you an't be too ar 0.00454 0.00441 0.00568 0.00305 167571

Most of the time people helpful or mostly looking 0.00613 0.00638 0.00676 0.00516 167283

index of soial trust 0.0152 0.0160 0.0168 0.0127 165760

log GDP per apita 0 0 0 0 168306
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Appendix D. Fator analysis for trust questions

in the ESS

Tab. D.16 informs that in the pooled sample, fator loadings range from

.80 to .85 thus suggesting that the three variables ontribute equally to the

de�nition of a latent onept that we all �soial trust�. When observing

results aross waves (see tab.D.17), we notie that disrepanies arise mainly

in the �rst and third wave where fator loadings range from about .79 for

the helpfulness variable to .84 for the fairness variable. The slight variability

among fator loadings both in the pooled sample and within waves onvined

us of the opportunity to build an aggregated index of soial trust resulting

from the standardized weighted average of the three items.

Table D.16: Fator loading and unique varianes for the pooled sample

Factor1 Psi

Most people try to take advantage of you .850 .276

Most people an be trusted .840 .293

Most of the time people helpful .804 .352
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Table D.17: Fator loading and unique varianes aross waves

wave 1 Factor1 Psi

Most people try to take advantage of you .849 .278

Most people an be trusted .836 .299

Most of the time people helpful .794 .368

wave 2 Factor1 Psi

Most people try to take advantage of you .844 .287

Most people an be trusted .835 .301

Most of the time people helpful .804 .353

wave 3 Factor1 Psi

Most people try to take advantage of you .844 .286

Most people an be trusted .834 .304

Most of the time people helpful .797 .364

wave 4 Factor1 Psi

Most people try to take advantage of you .861 .257

Most people an be trusted .852 .272

Most of the time people helpful .818 .330
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Appendix E. Long-term relationships

Table E.18: Bivariate orrelations among long-term trends of happiness with

SC and GDP respetively (standardized variables).

happiness happiness

membership in group or assoiation 0.616∗∗

(3.00)

log GDP −0.243∗∗

(−2.53)

Constant −0.691∗∗∗ −0.476∗∗

(−4.20) (−3.40)

Observations 27 27

t statistis in parentheses

∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table E.19: Bivariate orrelations among long-term trends of life satisfation

with SC and GDP respetively (standardized variables).

life satisfation life satisfation

membership in group or assoiation 0.302∗∗

(3.13)

log GDP −0.0554

(−0.39)

Constant −0.630∗∗∗ −0.509∗∗∗

(−7.25) (−4.34)

Observations 27 27

t statistis in parentheses

∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Appendix F. Medium-term relationships

Table F.20: Bivariate orrelations among medium-term trends of subjetive

well-being and hanges of the index of soial trust (standardized variables).

(1) (2) (3) (4)

happiness happiness life satisfation life satisfation

index of soial trust 0.810∗∗∗ 0.747∗∗∗

(4.13) (7.54)

trend of log GDP 0.307∗ 0.360

(2.01) (1.70)

Constant −2.25e− 09 −1.57e− 09 −1.21e− 09 −1.52e− 10

(−0.00) (−0.00) (−0.00) (−0.00)

Observations 24 24 24 24

t statistis in parentheses

∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Appendix G. Medium-term relationships delet-

ing Turkey

Table G.21: Bivariate orrelations among medium-term trends of subjetive

well-being and hanges of the index of soial trust exluding Turkey (stan-

dardized variables).

(1) (2) (3) (4)

happiness happiness life satisfation life satisfation

index of soial trust 0.541∗∗ 0.725∗∗∗

(2.81) (4.24)

trend of log GDP 0.390∗∗ 0.420∗∗

(3.47) (2.23)

Constant 0.0783 0.164 0.00652 0.119

(0.67) (1.44) (0.05) (0.74)

Observations 23 23 23 23

t statistis in parentheses

∗
p < 0.10,

∗∗
p < 0.05,

∗∗∗
p < 0.001
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Table G.22: Trivariate regressions of medium-term trends of subjetive well-

being over hanges of the index of soial trust and trends of GDP exluding

Turkey (standardized variables).

(1) (2)

happiness life satisfation

index of soial trust 0.461∗∗∗ 0.643∗∗∗

(5.80) (4.21)

trend of log GDP 0.333∗∗∗ 0.341∗∗

(5.09) (2.14)

Constant 0.0968 0.0255

(1.10) (0.20)

Observations 23 23

Adjusted R2 0.572 0.487

t statistis in parentheses

∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Appendix H. Short-term relationships

Table H.23: Bivariate orrelations among short-term trends of subjetive

well-being and hanges of the index of soial trust (standardized variables).

(1) (2) (3) (4)

happiness happiness life satisfation life satisfation

index of soial trust 0.308∗∗ 0.263∗

(2.33) (1.80)

hanges in log GDP (2yrs) 0.591∗∗∗ 0.545∗∗∗

(4.65) (4.66)

Constant −2.54e− 09 −4.92e− 09 2.42e− 09 3.71e− 10

(−0.00) (−0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Observations 58 58 58 58

t statistis in parentheses

∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Appendix I. Estimates exluding ountries with

sampling problems

Table I.24: Bivariate orrelations among long-term trends of happiness with

SC and GDP respetively (standardized variables).

happiness happiness

membership in group or assoiation 0.756∗∗

(3.06)

log GDP −0.160

(−0.80)

Constant −0.697∗∗ −0.386∗∗

(−3.58) (−2.13)

Observations 23 23

t statistis in parentheses

∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table I.25: Bivariate orrelations among long-term trends of life satisfation

with SC and GDP respetively (standardized variables).

life satisfation life satisfation

membership in group or assoiation 0.353∗∗∗

(4.35)

log GDP 0.0738

(0.64)

Constant −0.723∗∗∗ −0.544∗∗∗

(−8.11) (−4.63)

Observations 23 23

t statistis in parentheses

∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table I.26: Trivariate regressions of long-term trends of happiness over trends

of SC and GDP (standardized variables).

happiness

membership in group or assoiation 0.755∗∗

(2.98)

log GDP −0.00176

(−0.01)

Constant −0.697∗∗

(−3.49)

Observations 23

Adjusted R2 0.309

t statistis in parentheses

∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table I.27: Trivariate regressions of long-term trends of life satisfation over

trends of SC and GDP (standardized variables).

life satisfation

membership in group or assoiation 0.362∗∗∗

(4.13)

log GDP 0.0908

(1.25)

Constant −0.711∗∗∗

(−7.77)

Observations 23

Adjusted R2 0.214

t statistis in parentheses

∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Appendix J. List of groups and assoiations men-

tioned in the WVS/EVS question-

naire

Respondents were asked to mention whether they belonged or were perform-

ing unpaid voluntary work for any of the following list of assoiations:

• soial welfare servie for elderly;

• religious organization;

• eduation, arts, musi or ultural ativities;

• labour unions;

• politial parties;

• loal politial ations;

• human rights;

• onservation, the environment, eology, animal rights;

• onservation, the environment, eology;

• animal rights;

• professional assoiations;

• youth work;

• sports or rereation;
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• women's group;

• peae movement;

• organization onerned with health;

• onsumer groups;

• other groups.
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Appendix K. Country aronyms in the ESS

AT: Austria HU: Hungary

BE: Belgium IE: Ireland

CH: Switzerland IL: Israel

CZ: Czeh Republi NL: Netherlands

DE: Germany NO: Norway

DK: Denmark PL: Poland

EE: Estonia PT: Portugal

ES: Spain SE: Sweden

FI: Finland SI: Slovenia

FR: Frane SK: Slovakia

GB: Great Britain TR: Turkey

GR: Greee UA: Ukraina
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